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Conversion Loss and Noise of Microwave and
MillirneterWave Mixers: Part l—Theory

DANIEL N. HELD, MEMBER, IEEE, AND ANTHONY R. KERR, ASSOCIATE MEMBER, IEEE

Abstract—An analysis is presented for the conversion loss and

noise of microwave and millimeter-wave mixers. The analysis

includes the effects of nonlinear capacitance, arbitrary embedding

impedances, nonideality of microwave diodes, and shot, thermal, and

scattering noise generated in the diode. Correlation of down-

convertd components of the time-varying shot noise is shown to

explain the “anomalous” noise observed in millimeter-wave mixers.
Part 1 of the paper presents the theoretical basis for predicting mixer

performance, while Part 2 compares theoretical and experimental
results for mixers operating at 87 and 115 GHz.

I. INTRODUCTION

T

HE BASIC principles of frequency conversion using

crystal diodes were first studied in depth by Torrey and

Whitmer [1] in 1948. Since then attempts at a more accurate

analysis of microwave mixer performance have been limited

by the complexity of the nonlinear problem and by a lack of

understanding of the noise properties of pumped diodes.

Practical developments in the design of mixers and mixer

diodes have resulted in a number of commonly used designs

whose conversion loss and noise figure are often within a few

decibels of the theoretical best values predicted for idealized

switching mixers. This paper and its companion paper (Part

2) attempt to close the gap between theory and practice.

Following Torrey and Whitmer’s original work, the

assumption of a sinusoidal local oscillator (LO) voltage

across an exponential resistive diode was often used, with its

implicit assumption that the diode was short-circuited at all

harmonics of the LO. The effects of the parasitic series

resistance and capacitance (assumed constant) of the mixer

diode were investigated using approximate methods by

Shm-pless [2], Messenger and McCoy [3], Mania and Stracca

[4], and Kerr [5]; and a new and intuitive approach to
mixer analysis was taken by Barber [6], who approximated

the diode by a switch whose pulse-duty ratio determined the

conversion properties of the mixer. However, all these

approaches required simplifying assumptions about

the termination of higher order sidebands and ignored

the effects of the nonlinear diode capacitance. Agreement

between theory and experiment was at best within a few

decibels in conversion loss and noise figure.

An important workbySaleh[7]in1971 studied the effects

of local oscillator waveforms and higher order sideband
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terminations on resistive mixers, and demonstrated that

these characteristics must be considered if an accurate

analysis is to be made. The problem of a more exact analysis

of a microwave mixer has been tackled recently by Egami

[8], who performed a numerical nonlinear analysis for a

known diode and embedding impedance, followed by a

small-signal conversion loss analysis. Egami assumed

a constant junction capacitance and used a harmonic bal-

ance technique to solve the nonlinear problem, considering

three harmonics of the local oscillator.

In recent years considerable misunderstanding has arisen

on the subject of mixer noise. The correlation properties of

shot noise in vacuum tube mixers were understood by Strutt

[9] in 1946 and since then van der Ziel and Waters [10], [11],

Kim [12], and Dragone [13] have further developed this

theory. The misunderstanding seems to have arisen with the

assumption, by Messenger and McCoy [3], that a mixer and

a passive attenuator have similar noise properties and that

the temperature of this equivalent attenuator is “the time

average of the static noise characteristic” of the diode. This

led to a widely held belief that for a Schottky diode mixer,

the noise-temperature ratio [3] t= 1, and to the subsequent

observation of an “anomalous” component of noise in

millimeter-wave mixers [14].

In the present paper the large-signal nonlinear problem

and the small-signal linear problem are presented in forms

suitable for computer solution. Arbitrary embedding im-

pedances are allowed at the harmonics of the LO and at all

the sideband frequencies, and any diode capacitance law can

be assumed. The shot-noise theories of Strutt [9], van der

Ziel [11], Kim [12], and Dragone [13] are extended to

include the effects of arbitrary sideband terminations, as well

as thermal (Johnson) noise and scattering noise, resulting in

a noise correlation matrix which is compatible with the

formulation of the small-signal mixer analysis. The micro-

wave properties of small Schottky-barrier diodes are dis-

cussed, and it is shown that skin effect, thermal time

constants, and depletion layer fringing effects can all be

significant in determining the mixing properties of the diode.

The theory presented in this paper is experimentally

verified in a companion paper (Part 2) in which theoretical

loss and noise predictions for millimeter-wave mixers are

shown to be in good agreement with experiment.

II. NONLINEAR ANALYSIS

The small-signal loss and noise properties of a mixer are

governed by the large-signal current and voltage waveforms
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Fig. 1. Equivalent circuit of the mixer. Themtrinsic diode %Jandg~is
nonfinear and is characterized in the time domam. while the diode series
resmtance R, and the embedding impedance Z. are linear and are best
represented in the frequency domain,

produced at the diode by the LO. Thesteady-state large-

signal response of the mixer circuit of Fig. 1 can be described

in terms of the Fourier coefficients of the voltage and current

vj and i.. Thus

co

Uj(t) = ~ V~ejko’t, v~ = vl~ (1)
k=–m

m

i=(t) = it(t) + id(t) = ~ l,kejkm~, 1., = K, (2)

where coP is the LO frequency. Two sets of boundary

conditions must be satisfied simultaneously by these

quantities. The first, imposed by the diode, is most easily

expressed in the time domain, while the second set, imposed

by the embedding network, is for our purposes more

conveniently considered in the frequency domain. At the

diode

id = iO[exp (uoj) – 1]

and

where

and

U = q/qk T.

From (3) the incremental conductance of the diode

gd = ~, = a(id+ i(j)N &id.
J

The embedding network requires

K = – IeLIZe(kcop) + RJkcop)],

that

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

(7)

(8a)

V+l=VP–l=+l [Z.(fm,) + R.(fuP)] (8b)

v, = V,c – Ieo[ze(o) + R,(o)] (8c)

where Vp and P’dcare the LO and de-bias voltages, respec-

tively. The frequency dependence of R, is due to skin effect

and is discussed in Section V.

Methods for solving the nonlinear mixer problem have

been described by several authors [15]-[17]. However, only

that of Gwarek [17] appears capable of handling the case in

which the diode capacitance is a function of junction voltage

and in which a large number (six or seven) of harmonics of

the LO are considered. Using an IBM 360/95 computer, we

have found that with Gwarek’s method convergence is

achieved in about t wo seconds. The degree of convergence of

the solution is determined using the convergence parameter

described by Kerr [16]. It is assumed that there is one unique

steady-state solution; the possibility y of multiple solutions,

mentioned in [16] is beyond the scope of this work.

Having determined the LO waveforms at the diode,

(3)-(7) give i,(t), g,(t), and %?j(t). These maybe expressed as

Fourier series:

id(t) = ~ 1~ exp (jkop t), Ik = I?k (9)
k=–m

gal(t) = f G, exp (jku,t), Gk = G?k (lo)
k=–m

and

%j(t) = ~ Ck exp (jkcopt), Ck = C?k. (11)
k=–~

These quantities, together with the embedding impedance

Z,(o), determine the small-signal properties of the mixer,

III. SMALL-SIGNAL ANALYSIS

Knowing the Fourier coefficients of the diode capacitance

and conductance, it is possible to construct the small-signal

conversion matrix for the diode [1], [17]. This matrix

interrelates the various sideband frequency components of

the small-signal current and voltage dI~ and 6 V~ shown in

Fig. 2. The subscript notation for the sideband quantities

follows that of Saleh [7]; subscript m indicates frequency

co. + mop, where COPand co. are the LO and intermediate

frequencies. Thus Z.. = Z,(co.) = Z.(coO + mcoP). The con-
version matrix Y is a square matrix defined by

dz= Ya?”

where

r$z= [.., /iI1, 61., L1-l> ““”]T

and

8V= [.., 8V1, avo, bv_,, ..]T. (12)

For convenience, the row and column numbering of all

matrices and vectors in this paper will correspond with the

sideband numbering. For example,

. . . Y Ylo Y1_l . . .11

. . . Y Yoo Yo_l . . .01

““” Y-ll Y_lo Y_, _l . .

. . . 1 0 –1 .

column #
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Fig. 2. Small-signal representation of the mixer as a multifrequency
linear multiport network. The voltage and current 6 Vm and ~In at any

port m are the small-signal components at frequency (00 + nrcup)

appearing at the intrinsic diode; each port represents one sideband
frequency. The conversion matrix Y is the admittance matrix of the

intrinsic diode. The augmented network (broken line) includes all the
sideband embedding impedances Z.m and IS characterized by the aug-
mented admittance matrix Y’ During normal mixer operation

the equwalent signal current generator c$I’ is connected at port 1 of
the augmented network, the other ports being open-circuited. In

the noise analysis, equivalent noise current sources dl!!m and 61jm are

connected to all ports. The inset shows the relation between the signal
source 8 V,,% at the mth sideband and lts equivalent current source dI~.

Using this notation the elements of Y are given by [1], [17]

Ymn= Gm.n i- j(coo + mp)Cm.n (13)

where G~ and C’~ are the Fourier coefficients of the diode

conductance and capacitance as defined in (10) and (11).

It is convenient to form an augmented Y matrix, Y’, which

is the admittance matrix of the multiport network outlined

by the broken line in Fig. 2. This augmented network

contains the whole mixer, including all its external terminat-

ing impedances Z,m, but does not contain signal sources

associated with these terminations. Signal sources are

replaced by equivalent current sources tll~ connected across

(Z,m + R,m) as shown in Fig. 2 (inset). The ports of the

augmented network are all normally open-circuited. For the

au~mented network

dz’= Y’ov

where the elements of tiZ are defined in Fig. 2, and

Y’=Y+diag
[1

1

Z.m + R.m ‘

Inverting (14) gives

al”= z’tiz’

where

z = (Y’-l.

A. Mixer Port Impedances

(14)

(15)

(16)

(17)

To determine the port impedance ZM, defined in Fig. 2, the

corresponding embedding impedance Z,m is open-circuited,

51

enabling Z~ to be measured at port rn of the augmented

network. It follows that

Zm = Z:m,m

where the subscript m indicates that

element of Z’) is evaluated with Z,m =

the IF output impedance is (see Fig. 2)

ZOU,= 20 + R,, = zoo,~ +

(18)

Z;. (the mmth

cc. In particular

R,O. (18a)

For a microwave mixer the embedding impedance at all

frequencies other than the IF is defined by the mixer

geometry. However, the IF load impedance ZeOcan usually

be adjusted for optimum performance using a matching

circuit. Throughout the rest of this paper it will be assumed
that the IF port is conjugate-matched,t and IF-matched Y’

and Z’ matrices will be implied.

B. Conversion Loss

The conversion loss of a mixer

~ = Power available from source Z,l

Power delivered to load 2.0 “
(19)

For the purposes of analysis L may be expressed as the

product of three separate loss components:

L = KOZK1 (20)

where

K. = Power delivered to (Z., + R.,)

Power delivered to 2.0

Re [z., + IL]——
Re [2.,1

(21)

~ = Power available from (Z,l + R,l)

Power delivered to (Ze, + R,,)
(Q2)

and

Power available from 2.,
K1 =

Power available from (Zgl + R,l)

Re [z., +%]——
Re [Z,,] “

(23)

K. and K1 account for loss in the series resistance at the IF

and signal frequencies, while L is the conversion loss of the

intrinsic mixer with no series resistance. Using (22) and (16),

1 Iz.. + R.,1’ Iz.l + R.l\’—
4 IZ~l 12Re [2,0 + R,,] Re [Z,l + R,l]”

(24)

From (20), (21 ), (23), and (24), the conversion loss

Re[Z1]’2

1 lZ,0+RSO12&&
L=

41z~,y Re [2,.1
(25)

1 Note that although a conjugate-match at the IF port results in maxi-
mum power transfer, the signal port should not in general be conJugate-
matched for minimum conversion loss [71.
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—2 .I vT-4k Teq R~Af

~-=’=’q’d’f
I (a)

‘e+’smml
(b)

Fig. 3. (a) Noise equivalent circuit of the mixer. (b) The equwalent cir-

cuit with the thermal noise source u; transformed to a current source i:
~ven byequation (27). The sideband components of the noise sources

ii and i: can then be treated in the same way as the equivalent external
small-signal currents b~~ in Fig. 2.

Equation (25) may be generalized to give the conversion loss

from any sideband j to any other sideband i.

1 IZ,, + R~,12 IZG, + R., 12
‘ij = ~ 1z:j12 Re [Z=j Re [ZGJ “

(26)

IV. MIXER NOISE

The sources of noise in a Schottky diode are 1) thermal

noise in the series resistance, 2) shot noise generated by

current flow across the barrier, and 3) noise due to phonon

scattering and, in gallium arsenide, intervalley scattering

[22]. In room-temperature mixers shot and thermal noise

predominate, with scattering noise contributing typically

only 5–10 percent to the overall mixer noise, as is shown in

Part 2 of this paper. We have not attempted an exact analysis

of scattering noise but assume that it can be approximated

by an increase in the noise temperature of the series

resistance.

The equivalent circuit of the diode including noise sources

is shown connected to the embedding network in Fig. 3(a).

Fig. 3(b) shows the same circuit transformed to a

configuration more compatible with the mixer equivalent

circuit of Fig. 2: the thermal noise source ~ has been

replaced by an equivalent current source i;. As seen by the

intrinsic diode (g~ and %j),

but, as seen by the IF load impedance Z.O,

~ 4kl&R,Af

‘T= Izo/’

(27a)

(27b)

where Z. is the output impedance of the intrinsic diode as

defined in Fig. 2. The shot-noise current source

(28)

A. Shot Noise

The diode shot noise given by (28) is a function of the

instantaneous flow of current id across the barrier, produced

by the LO. Since id(t) is periodic, the shot-noise current can

be regarded as a stationary white noise current modulated at

the LO frequency COP.The properties of this modulated shot

noise have been studied by Strutt [9], Kim [12], van der Ziel

[11], and Dragone [13], and the present analysis is based on

their work.

First, we shall consider the unmodulated shot-noise cur-

rent to be composed of pseudosinusoidal currents [18], [19]

2ifl~~ exp [j(coO + rnco,)t + jr#J at each of the sideband

frequencies co~ = coO+ mmP,m = O, t 1, “””. + W. All other

frequency components of the noise can be disregarded since

they cannot contribute to the IF output of the mixer. Next,

consider each of the currents &Psm to be modulated by the

local oscillator (COP),generating modulation products at all

the frequencies mm + ncoP,n=O, +1, t2, ”.., +m, which

are the sideband frequencies co~+.. The modulation prod-

ucts are present at the terminals of the intrinsic diode and

will be converted to the output frequency as described by

(16). Clearly their individual outputs will be correlated. The

random phase variable ~~ is preserved in these output

components but is eliminated when we finally consider a

finite bandwidth and take the ensemble average of a set of

pseudosinusoidal currents in a narrow band about each of

the frequencies co~.

Let dI~m denote the complex amplitude of the pseudosinu-

soidal noise current at sideband frequency o+.. ti~smcontains

components due to the modulation products of all the

currents b~s and is therefore the shot-noise input current at

port m of the mixer, which corresponds to a signal input

current dI~ in Fig. 2. The vector S& is defined as [“””, d~sl,
dI\O, C71~_,,. . .]T. Equation (16) now enables the IF output

noise voltage due to shot noise to be determined:

6VS0 = Z. M!! (29)

where 30 is the zeroth row of the square matrix 2’. Taking

the ensemble average2 of 16Vs012 (which corresponds con-

sidering a nonzero bandwidth),

( /N’&]2) = 2,(6TS WJ)ZJ. (30)

The square mat rix {d~s MJ > is known as the correlation
matrix for the mixer, since the (m,n) element describes the

correlation between the components of shot noise at side-

band frequencies Om and co.. Dragone [13] has evaluated this

matrix, obtaining

{iiI!!m 81Q = 2qI~-.Af (31)

where 1~ _. is one of the Fourier coefficients of the local

oscillator current id(t) as defined in (9).

A different approach leading to the same result has been

taken by van der Ziel [11] in his analysis of shot noise in

mixers. The shot noise, caused by electrons crossing the

depletion layer of the diode, is considered as a series of

impulsive deviations from the noiseless diode current. The

2 The symbol (... ) denotes statistical (or ensemble) average as opposed
to time average which is denoted by an overbar. Superscripts T and ~

denote, respectively, the transpose and the complex conjugate transpose of

a matrix or vector.
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spectrum of each current impulse is flat and the phase is

linear with frequency, its slope depending on the time of

occurrence of the impulse. The different frequency compo-

nents co~ are down-converted according to (16) and have

phases related to the time of occurrence of the impulse and

to the LO phase. Summing the separate effects of all such

impulses gives the output voltage due to shot noise, includ-

ing the effects of correlation between the components. Van

der Ziel gives the example of a simple two-port mixer as an

illustration of the effect of shot-noise correlation.

B, Thermal Noise

It was shown above ((27) and Fig. 3) that the thermal

noise generated in the series resistance of the diode can be

regarded as a noise current source ~ across the terminals of

the intrinsic diode.

Since R, is assumed to be time-invariant, down-converted

thermal noise will have no correlated components; quasisin-

usoidal components bIj-~ at the sideband frequencies o.)~

#ve rise to an output voltage (using (16))

al’,, = 20 N’, (32)

where 6FT = [”., hI~l, i51~0, 61\_,, “” “]T, and ZO is a row of

the matrix 2’.

Taking the ensemble average of 16V~O[z gives

The square matrix (d~~ d?;) is again the correlation matrix

the noiseless mixer must be heated in order to deliver to the

IF load the same noise power as the noisy mixer delivers

when its source conductance is maintained at absolute zero

temperature. For a three-frequency mixer (having external

terminations at the signal, image, and intermediate frequen-

cies), the single-sideband mixer noise temperature T~~S~is

defined in the same way, but with the stipulation that the

image conductance of both the noisy and noiseless mixers be

maintained at absolute zero temperature.3

The effective mean-square input noise current necessary

to produce the noise voltage (d V~O)at the output, is found

using (16):

(M:,) = (Jv&)/ Iz~, l’. (36)

This corresponds to input current source dI~ in Fig. 2 and is

associated with the impedance (Z,, + R, J The correspond-

ing mean-square noise voltage associated with the source

impedance Z,, is (dI~l) I Zel + R,, l’. The effective input

noise temperature of the mixer TM is the temperature to

which Re [Z, J must be heated to generate an equal noise

voltage. Hence, using (36),

TM= (~vito) l-z., + R.,12
4kAf IZ,l 1’ Re [Z,,]”

(37)

(bViO) is given by (35) in terms of the internal shot and
thermal noise sources of the diode and Z~ ~is an element of

the matrix Z’ defined in (17).

The single sideband noise figure of the mixer is defined as

(cf. (30)), but since t51~mand i51’~nare uncorrelated form+ n,
it is a diagonal matrix with the elements

FssB=l+# (38)
o

where To = 290 K by convention.

‘61;” ‘17”) = 1:::::’ ‘ m + 0 (34a)
V. THE MICROWAVE SCHOTTKY DIODE

_ 4kl&R,0Af The Schottky diode is conventionally represented as—
Izoy ‘ ‘=0”

(34b)
shown in Fig. 1. The series resistance is assumed equal to its

dc value and independent of frequency, while the capac-

C. Total Mixer Noise itance exponent y (5) is assumed independent of voltage. For

Combining the shot and thermal noise output voltages
a diode of the kind used for microwave and millimeter-wave

given by (30) and (33) gives the total noise output voltage
mixers these assumptions are not generally valid, and it is

appearing across the series combination of the IF load and
important to include the departures from ideality in the

the diode series resistance (see Fig. 2):
nonlinear and small-signal analyses if accurate results are to

be obtained.

where the shot and thermal noise correlation matrices

<6T’ d~~) and (fi~T d~~) are given by (31) and (34). It is

assumed here that the effects of scattering noise are fairly

small and are equivalent to a small increase in the value of

the equivalent noise temperature of the diode series resis-

tance T,~in (27) and (34). The magnitude of this increase can

be estimated from the current waveform of the pumped

diode and from measurements on the dc biased diode, as

A. Series Resistance

There are three effects which cause the series resistance R,
of a diode to differ from the value determined from the dc

log I-V curve. These are 1) thermal time-constants in the

diode, 2) RF skin effect in the diode material, and 3) the

voltage dependence of the depletion-layer width.

It has been shown by Decker and Weinreb [20] that the

incremental junction resistance of a diode, measured at a

described in Part 2 of this paper.

The equivalent input noise temperature TM of a two- 3 For the three-frequency mixer a double-sideband noise temperature

frequency mixer (no external image termination) may be ‘!MDSB
IS frequently used. For cases in which the signal and image conver-

sion loss L.. ~ and Lo – ~ are equal T,,.,, = ~T~,,,. If -LO~ + L.O. ~, which is
defined in terms of a noiseless but otherwise identical mixer: ~ar~i~ularl” ~robab]e when a high IF is used, then

TM is the temperature to which the source conductance of ~~D,B= T~.,/(~ + &IL.,.,).
.
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low frequency (audio or de), contains a negative component

caused by heating of the diode by the test signal. Thus

(39)

avj dT

‘rhf+E i, “ did “
(40)

The second term on the RHS of (39) is the (negative) compo-

nent of the low-frequency junction resistance which results

from the diode temperature varying in phase with the test

signal. At higher frequencies, above about 10 MHz for our

2.5-~m GaAs diodes, thermal time constants in the diode

prevent its temperature from varying appreciably and only

the term rhfis measured. It follows that the value of the series

resistance R, deduced from the dc log I–V curve is lower

than the true constant temperature value which would be

observed at microwave frequencies. For our millimeter-

wave diodes the error in R, is 1-3 Q [20], [23].

The RF skin effect contributes an additional resistance

R,,in in series with the diode. R,kin is proportional to @

and can be estimated if the diode geometry and resistivity

are known [24]. The diode contact wire is also likely to have

a significant skin resistance, which should be included in

R,~in. For our 2.5-pm GaAs diodes R,kinis 2-3 !2 at 100 GHz.
The width of the depletion layer in a diode depends on the

junction voltage and, therefore, the component of series

resistance contributed by the undepleted epitaxial material

will also be voltage-dependent. In the present paper we have

assumed that this voltage dependence has negligible effect

on the performance of the mixer.

B. Junction Capacitance

The simple diode capacitance law, (5), is derived in many

texts [21] for planar diodes. If the doping profile at the

barrier (or junction) is uniform or linear with distance, the

exponent y has the value ~ or ~, respectively. However, for

the very small diameter diodes used at millimeter wave-

lengths the assumption of a planar device is no longer valid:

fringing effects at the edge of the depletion layer are

significant and the shape of the depletion layer is voltage-

dependent [21]. The simple capacitance law, (5), can still be

used provided the exponent y is allowed to be voltage

dependent, i.e., y ~ y(vj).

VI. APPLICATION TO PRACTICAL MIXERS

The mixer analysis presented in the preceding sections

assumes a knowledge of the diode and embedding im-

pedance at all harmonics of the LO and at all the sideband

frequencies 00 + k~,, k = O, f 1, i-2, ~~~, i m. In practice

the number of frequencies which can be considered is limited
by the ability to make meaningful measurements or calcula-

tions of the embedding impedance beyond some frequency

limit, and by the size of complex matrix which can be

inverted by available computers. The computer time

required to solve the nonlinear problem increases rapidly

with the number of LO harmonics. It is necessary therefore

to work with a finite number N of LO harmonics and a

corresponding number (N + 1) of sideband frequencies. The

infinite series and matrices of Sections II–IV can then be

replaced by finite ones. The electrical implication of such a

truncation is that all higher harmonics or sidebands are

either open- or short-circuited, In particular, truncation of

the Y matrix in (12) implies that all higher sidebands are

short-circuited. This is likely to be a good approximation for

millimeter-wave mixers because the mean junction capac-

itance approaches a short circuit for very high frequencies. A

similar situation results from ignoring frequencies above

NOD in the nonlinear analysis. Using Gwarek’s method it is

tacitly assumed that the junction voltage Vj has no compo-

nents above frequency NcoP. Again this should be a good

approximation provided N is high enough.

VII. CONCLUSION

The nonlinear, small-signal, and noise analysis given in

Sections II-V provides the means for accurately deter-

mining the performance of microwave and millimeter-wave

mixers. In the companion paper, Part 2, the analysis is

applied to mixers operating at 87 and 115 GHz. Good

agreement with measured results is obtained, and the

“anomalous” mixer noise [14] is shown to be primarily

shot noise for which the phase relations of down-converted

components must be taken into account.
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Conversion Loss and Noise of Microwave and
Millimeteu=Wave Mixers: Part 2—Elxperiment

DANIEL N. HELD, MEMBER, IEEE, AND ANTHONY R. KERR, ASSOCIATE MEMBER, IEEE

Abstract—The theory of noise and conversion loss in millimeter-

wave mixers, developed in a companion paper, is applied to an
80-120.-GHz mixer. Good agreement is obtained between theoret-
ical and experimental results, and the source of the recently reported

“anomalous noise” is explained. Experimental methods are

described for measuring the embedding impedance and diode equiv-

alent circuit, needed for the computer analysis.

I. INTRODUCTION

I N Part 1 of this paper [1] the theory of microwave and

millimeter-wave mixers was presented in a form suitable

for analysis by digital computer. The present paper gives the

results of such an analysis, comparing computed and

measured conversion loss, noise, and output impedance for

an 80–120-GHz mixer under various operating conditions.

The significance of this work in relation to earlier work is

discussed in the introduction to Part 1, the salient points

being that this method of analysis gives unprecedented

agreement between theory and experiment and that the
“anomalous noise” [2] reported in millimeter-wave mixers is

entirely accounted for.

The analysis requires a knowledge of the embedding

impedance seen by the diode at a finite number of frequen-

cies, and of the equivalent circuit of the diode, including
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Fig. 1. Cross-section of the 80-120-GHz mixer used in this work.

noise sources. Experimental methods for determining these

input quantities are described in Sections 11 and 111. The

mixer analysis is described in Section IV and typical sets of

theoretical and measured results are shown to be in good

agreement. Section V discusses the sources of mixer noise

and loss, and small-signal power flow in the mixer.

The mixer used for these experiments is the room-

temperature 80–120-GHz mixer described in [3] and is

shown here in Fig. 1. It uses a 2.5-~ m-diameter GaAs
Schottky diode in a quarter-height waveguide mount. The

diode was made by Professor R. J. Mattauch at the Univer-

sity of Virginia.
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